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by Kathy Bramwell

Randy Beale, Glen King,
Ken Meisner, Mike Savage and
Joseph Harper have many
things in common. First of all
they are all in the Army. They
all have been wounded and they
are all at Letterman Hospital
now.
In a recent visit to Letterman the Synapse interviewed all
these young men.
Beale

Randy Beale enlisted in the
Army for three years. It has
only been a year and a half since
then and he is now in Letterman
with a shattered knee and shrapnel wounds.
"I was in the hospital in Viet
Nam for four weeks, in Japan
for two and a half more weeks

should get out and stay out. It's
so political and a waste of time.
We're not winning the war at
all, we are loosing."

King
Glen King is from Tennessee
and has been in Letterman for
eight months and has no idea
when he will be getting out. "I
want to stay here after I get out
of the hospital. I like it here and
the people are really nice. I
want to get a job in welding.
That is what I did before I enlisted in the Army.
"I was over in Viet Nam
twice and never got hurt and
then 1 was in a car accident just
outside Oakland Army Base.
That's how I lost my leg. I have
another operation coming up
and that will be my eighth,"
King said.

wounded veterans
speak out
and I've been here since June
16. I was driving a personnel
carries in Viet Nam we were
attacked and I was hit with
shrapnel while trying to get into
the vehicle.
"Things are pretty much the

same here as when I left. I get
to go home to Los Angeles on
three day passes every so often,
but otherwise things are pretty

Ken Meisner

photos/suellen bilow

editorial:

interviews with
wounded veterans
The young men interviewed in this issue represent but a few of the millions of injured Vietnamese, Cambodians, Laotians, and Americans
for whom the effects of war will never end. The
interviewed veterans were selected by the Letterman Hospital administration. We did not interview
multiple amputees; patients on the drug ward; and
in all probability, the more bitter veterans. Yet, the
words ofthe men overrode these restrictions.
The scars of war fall most heavily on those
with the least resources: the poor and working
classes of every country. It is unlikely that any of
the interviewees will ever receive a free trip to attend a research conference in London, win a fellowship to Harvard, or be mentioned in the
"Chronicle"'s social column. But they are the
ones who pay the price for the mistakes of America's ruling classes. While rehabilitation of the seriously wounded is long, costly, and difficult, it is a
task that cannot be morally ignored. For most of
us, the Vietnamese War will become only a bad
memory. For millions of others, it will remain
with them every instant of their lives.
L. Pickart

Glen King

boring around here. Besides
going on leave I read a lot and
have lots of physical therapy on
my knee," Beale said.
Beale, 23, said that he hasn't
really looked into job opportunities yet. "I was in the police
department in Huntington California before I enlisted and I
think I'll go back to that job. I
was a patrolman, but I think
that now I will go back to college and study police science.
That way I'll become involved
in public relations, health, safety
and traffic control. I don't think
about being a policeman, it's
just a job," he said.
When asked about Viet
Nam Beale said, "I believe we

When asked about the US
involvement in Viet Nam King
said, "It's not worth' it to be
there. There is nothing happening and there is no reason for us
to be there. There is no cause
for the war or men being

■wounded or kitted for it. The

only reason I enlisted was to get
away from home."
"I would have re-enlisted
because I .would have gone to

Germany. While in Viet Nam I

was a diesel mechanic. I worked
on trucks and heavy equipment.
That experience might help me
in a welding job and I just might

go back to school to learn more
about welding and other skills,"
King said.
King, 22, explained what he
thought the advantages of the
Army are, "You get quite a bit
of experience and training. I
wanted to enlist again to get
more training in another field.
"l was a mechanic and truck
driver and maybe next time I
could have been a radio operator. I wanted all this training so
continued/page 2
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in just one field. I would like to
go to computer school because I
have an interest in math."
On the subject of drugs King
said most of the men do use
drugs because they are scared
and not for social reasons.
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Round trip Flights From West Coast
To Europe Still Available
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schedule of round trip flights Oakland / LA to Europe and one
way flights to and from Europe up until October 1972 is available upon request.
Round trip rates as low as $249.00. One way rate as low as $149.00 Write for
schedule and application now for space is limited.
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All fares include U.S. Federal Tax departure tax where applicable, and an
administrative feeof $4 per person. These fares are based on a pre-rate share
ol the total tuner ost and are subject to an increase or decrease depending
on "the actual number of participants on each individual flight. These charter
flights are available only to students, employees, staff, faculty & extension students of the University of California and members ol their immediate families.
There am NO MEMBERSHIP FEES.
All flights via certificated airlines flying jet equipment. Complimentary meals
and beverages served in flight.
...
for Application Further Information write:
C.I JetCharter.
or c.M (Are. cod.) 41.6
2150 Green Street
922-1434
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Ken Meisner, 20, enlisted in
the Army for three years. "Now
that I look back on it I was
dumb. The Army gives you the
impression that you are doing
something great and y° u think
that you really know what you
,are doing. I was in Viet Nam
for eight months as a machine
gunner and tank commander. I
was wounded when a rocket
propelled granade blew up in the
truck while 1 was driving. I was
burned over 80% of my body.
"I had two operations on my
knee in Japan and have spent
seven months in the hospital. 11l
be having bone grafts from my
hip >md shoulder into my leg. I
can now retire. Within a year
I'll be able to walk, but I'll have
to use a cane because one leg
will be shorter.
"I was disillusioned when I
went to Viet Nam. We just occupied the country and the people just had to accept us. They
can't even have a two party election. The military has been ok
to me but there has been a lot of
harrassment. I have met a lot of
nice people and have seen many
things. In order to relate to anything you have to see it for yourself. So many people tend to
judge without really knowing. ■
"The Army seems to be
changing for the better in some
things. They are becoming more
lax and have cut the work week
to five days and we get weekend
passes. There are still a lot of
things that can be done to improve it though. Like you have
to adjust to Army life in eight
weeks.
"I tried to go to school but it
didn't work out so I thought I
might as well enlist because I'd
be drafted anyway. I wanted to
go to Germany, but you get har-

.

rassed there more than in Viet
Nam. I just don't like people
telling me what to do. Just to
keep you busy they might have
you polishing a garbage can for
eight hours in Germany.
"The drug problem. Well it's
not as small as the Army would
like it to be, but it is not as big
as the papers say. The Army
will have to start doing something for the Gls, even in civilian life cause it's really hard to
get a job.
"I was in an area in Viet
Nam where there were no civilians and that is where you get
your dope. So there were not
many drugs that I saw. The
amnesty program really isn't
working either. Some guy will
buy lots of drugs and take a little so it will show in the blood.
Then he turns in the drugs and
is taken out of the field and kept
in the hospital for observation
for along time," Meisner said.
When asked, about his future
plans, Meisner said, "I'd like to
go back to San Diego, but I
don't know when that will be. I
want to go back to school and
try to be a photographer. I'd
like to get some sort of journalism job. Before school I'd like
to take off and see the country,
take my camera, camp out and
take pictures."
.
On young men who go to
Canada Meisner said, "I believe
that the guys who go to jail believe as strongly in what they
believe as those who go into the
Army, but the guys who go to
Canada are just afraid. I don't
like people who don't commit
themselves. And I don't think
that women should be drafted.
There would be nothing to come
home to then."
Savage
Mike Savage said that regretably he enlisted in the Army
for three years. "It hasn't been a
very good experience. It is beneficial after you get out, but not
while you're in. I was treated
like someone who was drafted. I
went to Viet Nam like everyone
else and was treated like dirt. I
didn't get any schooling or

, ..

Joseph Harper
training.

"It was all lies they told me
about possibilities and opportunities in the Army. I wanted
to get into the military police,
but realized too late that I
wasn't going to get anything. I
attended CSM for six months
and screwed up everything.
Then I quit my job as manager
of a record store and a month
and a half later I was in the
Army.

"I was in Viet Nam for nine
months and drove a deisel tanker. My injury was not caused by
the enemy. A grease gun slipped
and injected grease into my
finger. For five days the medics
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GIZI SZANTO, pianistln recital-Saturday, November 13, 1971 at 8:15 p.m. in Mills College Concert HalTTickets available now at Sherman Clay. Oakland tele: 444-8575. For further information call 632-4762. Adults $2.50, students $1.50.
at
ST. JOHN OF GOO NEWMAN CENTER. 1290 Fifth Aye. Thursday, October 21 ap.m.
Newman Club Lecture Discussion: "Death and the Dying," Father Robert Dailey, Professor of Moral Theology. G.T.U., Berkeley. To be held in Newman Center Hall, 1290 Fifth Aye. Future activities to be announced in later issues.
PINK FLOYD at the Winterland tonight, next Thursday and Friday at the Berkeley
Community The-tre David Crosby/Graham Nash and Judee Sill.
THE UC CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP will meet Friday, October 15 at 7:30 p.m. Millberry
Union Women's Lounge for a time of sharing.
C.A.L. FRIOAY FAR OUT PERFORMANCE today at noon is "The Stanze Peterson
Dance Theatre in a program of modern dance. Steninger Gym, MU, UCSF.
C.A.L. FRIDAY NIGHTFILM-"Cotton Comes to Harlem" tonite at 7.30 p.m. in Mcd Sci
Aud. Admission 75 cents students; $1 general.
C.A.L NOON LECTURE: "Common Cause," Dr. Stephen Fein, Assistant Professor,

by Edison Uno
Assistant Dean of Students,
UCSF
The San Francisco Medical
Center located in the geographic
center of San Francisco is a
major institute subject to the
many problems and factors resulting from being an urban
campus. Compared to the eight
other University of California
campuses, one of the most acute
problems resulting from their
urban environment is the lack of
adequate housing facilities, both
on campus and off-campus accommodations for single and
married students.
It has been long realized by
the San Francisco Chamber of
Commerce, San Francisco Real
Estate Board, and others concerned with housing that the city
is lacking adequate housing facilities, especially in the low-cost

ANNOUN
Oral Surgery,. UCSF. on Wednesday. Oc
C.A.L. NOON FILM: "Don't Bank of Ame

FREE.

S.F. INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL: Fl
15 honoring Actor/Director Clint E
Theater,
tributary progrs

cent Mineljjc

SYNAPSE weakly newspaper-deadline I
tion. Synapse, c/o Millberry Union
WOMEN'S ISSUE: Synapse is accepting a
en. All copy is due at Synapse, c/o
day, Oct. 18 for the Oct. 22 issue.

<

Housing-an
and moderate prtce range. A
recent survey of rental units in
San Francisco indicates that the
vacancy factor in the city averages less than two percent. This
low vacancy factor makes available housing scarce and expensive thus confirming the economic theory of supply and

demand.

Unfortunately, students who
compose one of the major
groups who can least afford to
pay high rental rates become the
victims of the shortage of housing in the private sector. The
San Francisco campus owns and
operates 165 married student

housing units in Aldea San
Miguel, a complex of 14 buildings located one mile above the
camptis on Mount Sutro. Dormitory facilities for 350 male
and female single students are
located in Millberry Residence
Halls and the old nurses dormitory known as Parnassus Residence Hall.
The Campus Housing Office
makes a concerted effort to assist students in locating offcampus accommodations by s
providing a rental listing service
available to them at the Housing Office. The rental file is

3
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would do nothing except, say
stop trying to get off duty. I
couldn't stand the pain and finally when the infection had
spread throughout my body a
doctor finally lanced my finger
and he said if it had not been

•

'

done

I would have been dead in

three days. I have now had five
operations on my finger and it's
not finished yet. I was in the
hospital in Viet Nam for four
months. "I'm still in ETS till
February then my sentence is
up. I'd like to take a special
course at UCLA that prepares
veterans for college. I'm interested in real estate and I took a
course in algebra in Viet Nam.

No one will know that I am a
vet. Everyone will think that
I'm like everyone else.My hair
will be longer too.
"In Viet Nam I was in Phubai and we had mostly grass
there. There was also speed. For
the first four months we got
stoned every night. All night
we'd really get out of it. There
were about 50 out of 200 guys.
More guys just got stoned a few
nights, hardly anyone didn't
smoke. It was easy to get away
with it. We thought 'Well we
just might die tomorrow.' There
were also some guys on heroin if
they could get away with it.
"My company never got hit.
It was our bombs that really
scared us because they were so
loud. I really had a pretty good
time till I was injured. I had my
own ice box and I could go to
the PX cause I drove truck and
I made $100 a month selling
sandwiches and cokes for a nic-

and he will be there three more.
"I'd like to go to San Francisco
State when I get out. I'm interested in mechanical drawing and
engineering.
"I was in the infantry in Viet
Nam and was injured when I
stepped on a booby trap. .Both
my arms and legs were hit with
shrapnel. I have one more operation on my arm to explore the
nerves. I was in Viet Nam four
months before I was injured. I
was drafted right out of high
school.
"I didn't know much about
the war when I went over, but I
don't think now that it was
worth- it. You go out into the
woods and look around until
you find somebody to kill. I
would have stayed there and
done that for 12 months if I had
not been wounded. I was just
there and had to be there. I
didn't think it was like a job, it
was more like prison.
"There was some grass and
BTs that are like speed. You
could pick it up from the gooks
cause they made it. Do you
know what gook means? Foreigners, we call them foreigners
in their own country. We
seemed to get along with the
civilians ok. They are poor and
when we came to the village
they knew that we had sea rations.
._
"I didn't like the idea of
<0
Q)
CD being drafted, but I thought I
"5 might as well get it done early. I
■D can't see why we're in Viet
c
(0 Nam. We are making money off
cc the war and that's all. The
Army is rotten. It's like being a
kle more than I bought them at
the PX. I then bought a big rekid all over again. They're alfrigerator and the mess hall was
ways telling you what to do and
I resented that. You don't have
even giving me sandwiches.
"After I go to UCLA I
a mind of your own and they are
don't know where I will want to ■ always telling you what to do.
"The American public is not
go. I want to make a lot of
told the whole truth either. They
money. I don't want to hassel. I
just want to be middle upper
are told that a whole division is
class. My folks have been really
being moved out of Viet Nam
rich. My father was a millionand what really happens is that
aire at 24 and I like having
the head part of the division is
sent out and the rest of the men
things," Savage said.
are transferred to another diviHarper
sion in the country," Harper
Joseph Harper, 20, has been
said.
in Letterman for nine months

ACCIDENT AUGUST 3rd
Blvd. Way and Blvd. Court
In Walnut Creek Area

Doctor treated young man
for broken leg
no questions about the treatment
need someone who saw the accident

call 687-9550
after 5 p.m. 682-8346
California Casualty
995 Treat Blvd.
Concord 94520
Ask for Mr. Marsh
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ESALEN INSTITUTE PRESENTS
an evening lecture

"The Brain as a Reducing Valve"
James Koski, Ph.D.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 21
8 TO 10:30 P.M.

i

MILLBERRY UNION THIRD & PARNASSUS
$3 GENERAL
$2 STUDENTS & STAFF
$1 STUDENTS UCSF
Sponsored by UCSF Committee on Arts & Lectures
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REE tributary program at 1 p.m. today, Oct.

astwood, in person. At Palace of Fine Arts
im at i p.m. Saturday, Oct. 16 honoring Yin-

or copy is noon, Monday for Friday publica-

Central Desk.
rticles for the special issue devoted to wornMillberry Union Central desk by noon Mon-

THE ENCHANTING CIRCUS WORLD ontrasting with the so-called "real world" is
being depicted in the first San Francisco State College drama production ot the
,a season ,n a P lay The clown Wno Ran Away." It will be offered 4 p.m.
Thursday. October 21 and Friday, October 22. They will be presented in the
• Creative Arts Main Auditorium. It will also be shown
in three Saturday performances in the Main Auditorium; 10:30 a.m., 1:30p.m. and 3:30 p.m. October 23.
Reservations by calling 585-7174.

' "
"

WEST COAST BLACK THEATRE ALLIANCE presents Beautiful Black Cat by Jim
Potts. Tomorrow night and October 23 It will be presented with William Inge's The
Malland D. Sevine's The Power We Seek. October 16 and 30th it will be playing
with Mary Booker's Upon This Rock. They will all be presented at B»B Company
Theatre, 4705 3rd Street There Is a $2 donation.
-** rrr

——

STUDENTS who still have not picked up Fall quarter financial aid checks should do so
immediately in the Student Accounting Office, 1550 HSE. Any checks not
picked up by October 20 will be cancelled.

■
V

for the same unit. Most
non-resident students who are
not aware of the acute housing
situation in San Francisco are
shocked at the prices and limited quantity of available housing
facilities in the city. The more
reasonable rentals are often substandard, or located in neighborhoods that are targets or
urban blight.
The economics and complexities of the problem are easily
stated. The solutions are much
more difficult to identify, especially in view of the ever increasing cost of government, taxes,
construction, bond issues, and
the price the city must pay for
becoming the Manhattan of the

urban crisis
composed of rental listings for
houses, flats, apartments,"su*F>
leases, rooms in private homes,
and to-share arrangements. The
average number of such listings
generated by the Housing Office
is approximately 300 index
cards; however the quantity of
listings is often'
the type and quality of rental
property is a more important
and significant factor to be considered when seeking reasonable
rentals.
Compounding the low
vacancy factor is the economic
realities ofliving in San Francisco. The city has one of the high-

est indexes in national surveys
on cost of living expenses. Inflation has been a significant aspect to this fact of life in San
Francisco. In recent years, the
passage of AB 80, a state statute
which was designed to equalize
the tax assessment base for
commercial and residential
property, has resulted in tremendous increases in property
taxes for the average San Francisco home owner. The increase
in property taxes is reflected in
higher rents charged by landlords and in most cases have
resulted in rents being inflated
from $95 for a studio apartment

ONEWAY

These flights ere open to students, /acuity, staff
employees and their Immediate family
SPRING A SUMMER PLIGHT SCHEDULES TO EUROPE
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
FOR SCHEPUI.ES, CALL OR WRITE
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BURGER BOY
SPECIALIZING IN FOOD TO GO

CHARBKOILED DELUXE HAMBURGERS

2 for $1.00
6 for $2.50
16 oz. creamy milkshakes 3 for $1.00

West.

The Housing Office always
invites the participation or
suggestions of concerned students or staff who may contribute to the answers of this dilem-

TWO LOCATIONS

ma.
1

i

.

1793 Church St.
Ph: 285-9855

1309 Ninth Aye.
Ph: 564-4723

'

■
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Synapse, serving the entire UCSF campus community and affiliated hospitals, is published
weekly by the Associated Students. Classified
advertisements will be accepted free-of-charge
(25 word maximum) for the month of October to
introduce our readers to the potential of advertising in Synapse. Ads should be typed and either
mailed or hand delivered to Synapse, c/o Millberry Union Central Desk, University of California,
San Francisco 94122. Sorry, no ads over the
phone. Deadline for the classified section is
Noon Monday for Friday publication. Unless otherwise specified, ads will run in two consecutive
issues only.
.
employment wanted
automobiles

.

■

1970 VW Convertible. Ph. 221-28*1)'

_

Eves.
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PADDED Examination lable. Very""
Reas. Ph. 221-8526.
BICYCLE: Mens Gitane Interclub.
$120 or best offer. Tel. 548-7053
BED, Simmons twin. Almost new,
includes frame. $40/ best offer. 564-4125 after 6 p.m.
FUTURE DENTISTS and jewelers:
Huppert burnout oven $70; Emesco
Senior casting machine $55. 549-3319.

LEITZ MICROSCOPE-NEW CONDIBINOCULAR SCOPE. $900 if
new. $600 or comparable offer. Call
383-3916 evenings.

TION

VERTEBRATE embryology books
$1.50 to $7. Medical Pharmacology
(Goth), Physical Diagnosis, Histology (Bloom and Fawcett) Human
Neuroanatomy and more. Call Nancy 681-8222 after 6 p.m.

SHERWOOD SEL-100 TURNTABLE:

unique no-drop changer mechanism. Photoelectric tonearm tripping.
Half gram tracking. Stanton 681 EE
cartridge. Accessories included.
$245 Value $130. 566-9451. Jon
Cowan.

TAPE RECORDER. Roberts 1630
Model, 4-frack stereo. Excellent.
$7. 566-0244.
TC-530 SONY quadraphonic 4-track
tape recorder. 2 years old. $175.
Excellent sound. 566-0244.
TWO VERY COMFORTABLE, recently re-upholstered (green and
black) living room chairs. Excellent
condition. Call 647-4425 after 5 p.m.

Reasonably priced!

BEAUTIFUL 8-foot crushed velvet
contemporary sofa. Cost $450, now
$275 Ph. 549-3319.
STUDENT DESK $15, nightstands

2/$l5, king size bedding. Swinger
camera $10, twin electric blanket
$10. 549-3319.
■ KAWASAKI 175 cc. Bushtvacker.
Low mileage, female owner. 1969.

$375. 383-3997.
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wanted
LATE MODEL washer-dryer combination. Phone 388-2722 evenings.

lost and found
LOST AND FOUND office is located
on A Level (Police Dept.) of Millberry Union. Hours: 8-5, M-F. Phone X-

-1414.

1'

EMPLOYMENT WANTED Masters
degree in mathematical statistics.
Specialty is biomedical research
work. Extensive computer programming
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Europe

Area. Phone

921-3464.

pets
FREE KITTENS to good homes; IFblack and white striped; 1M gold
and white striped; born 8/1/71; will
deliver in SF call 467-7827 or 467-1364.
FREE PUPPY. To good home.
Friendly female, part lab. 10 wks. i
383-3997.
■
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APARTMENTS, HOUSES, SHARE
RENTALS, ROOMS AND FLATS are
listed in the off campus housing file
(available to.students, faculty and
staff) in the Housing Office located
in Millberry Union.

RICHMOND DISTRICT: unfurnished,
oceanview deck, efent-studio with
bath and separate entrance $125.
month. Call SK 2-5480 between 6
and 7 p.m.
MISSION DISTRICT $145: 3-room
apartment, unfurnished, very clean,
lots of closet space. Two adults preferred. If interested, call: 474-8247.

$109 APT. UNFURNISHED, lower
Buena Vista Terr. VIEW. 3 rooms; I._
bedroom. Lots of closet space.
Quiet for study. By car five mm.
from Med. Center. Male only. Landlord will loan some furniture if
needed. Ph: 221-1042.
ONE BLOCK FROM UC: Very large,
furnished flat. Top floor. Share with
other students. Women only. Reas.
Ph. 661-7504.

rentals wanted
WANTED TO RENT a single-car garage within easy walking distance of
US Medical Center. $15 per month.

666-3265. evenings

FOR A
SAFE, SANE S.F. AGAIN

MINAHAN
FOR
SUPERVISOR

Free
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San Francisco
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PROGRESS
HOMEWARE
627 IRVING ST.
at 7th Aye.

Hardware * Paint * Glass
* Plumbing Supplies *

724 IRVING STREET

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
PHONE 731-S27©

SEbright 1-2038

A CHECKING
ACCOUNT
DOESN'T
HAVE TO BE
CONFUSING
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(NOR DOES

IT HAVE TO BE EXPENSIVE)

LOST: Orange and white striped al-

ley cat. Male, very friendly, tail broken. Answers to Nube. He's ugly but
we love him. If sighted phone 661-7504.

"THE MAN THAT KNOWS HOW
FOR THE CITY THAT KNEW HOW'

TENPLAN*
x
Costs only AC
15* for
each check you
Gives you a statement every three months.
It's as simple as that!

personal
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MEMBERS WANTED
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walk to the slopes
Squaw Valley
x 2618 (days) or
call Mary Ellen
621-8826 (evenings).

-

TUTORS: Conversational English
for Filipino immigrants. Ask for

Lynn, 398-5040.

typing

and editing

MANUSCRIPT: EDITING: CORRES.PONSENCE Reliable, accurate, fast.;
Call Pamela; X-2541.

Take this one, for example:

MINAHAN ASSOCIATES
YOUTH CONSULTANTS
1377-9th AYE.
661-1123

PLUS THREE OTHER PERSONAL CHOICE
CHECKING ACCOUNTS which can be even
more economical if you write more checks or
carry a larger balance than the average student.
FREE SUMMER INACTIVE SERVICE for all
college students on any plan. You can keep any
Bank of America Checking Account open
throughout the summer with a zero balance at

no charge.

To augment your Bank of America checking
account.
INSTANT CASH to protect you from the
cost and inconvenience of overdraft checks.
BANKAMERICARD" a widely popular
credit card available to qualilfied college
students.

COME IN TO YOUR NEAREST BANK OF
AMERICA BRANCH SOON. Ask about these
convenient services for college students. Or,
Pick U P a COPy of the booklet College Student
Banking Services which explains them in detail.
r_ *\
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